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Introduction: Stones in Substance, Space and Time 
 
Howard Williams, Joanne Kirton & Meggen Gondek 
 
A triad of research themes – materiality, biography and landscape – provide the distinctive 
foci and parameters of the contributions to this book. The chapters explore a range of early 
medieval inscribed and sculpted stone monuments from Ireland (Ní Ghrádaigh and 
O’Leary), Britain (Gondek, Hall, Kirton and Williams) and Scandinavia (Back Danielsson and 
Crouwers). The chapters together show how these themes enrich and expand the 
interdisciplinary study of early medieval stone monuments, in particular revealing how a 
range of different inscribed and sculpted stones were central to the creation and recreation 
of identities and memories for early medieval individuals, families, households, religious 
and secular communities and kingdoms. 
 
Many narratives can be created about early medieval stone monuments (e.g. Hawkes 
2003a; Orton and Wood 2007). This introduction specifically tackles early medieval stone 
monuments as ‘memory work’, material strategies by which selective remembering was 
orchestrated and mediated not simply by the raising of carved stone monuments but by 
their use, reuse, translation, reconfiguration and even destruction. This chapter then 
explores how the chosen themes create fresh avenues for early medieval research. 
Examples are considered in this introduction to illustrate the wider application and 
significance of the book’s themes in the study of stone monuments across early medieval 
Britain, Ireland and Scandinavia. In doing so, we acknowledge that many of the examples 
and issues addressed have wider import for the investigation of early medieval stones 
further afield across early medieval Europe and beyond. To begin, we use two case studies 
– one archaeological, one historical – that together draw out the centrality and 
interconnections of the book’s three themes. We have deliberately avoided the most 
familiar monuments from debates in early medieval stone sculpture – such as the 
interpretation of the Ruthwell and Bewcastle monuments – so as to not embroil ourselves 
in the minutiae of worthy debates associated with these monuments that sit outside of the 
current focus of enquiry (e.g. É. Ó Carragáin 1999; 2003, Orton 2003; Orton and Wood 
2007). 
 
A material opening: Maen Achwyfan 
In a field in north Wales is a relic of the Viking Age: the cross known as Maen Achwyfan 
(Whitford F12), situated near Whitford, Flintshire (Figs 1.1 and 1.2). The sandstone free-
standing cross-slab in its original base now seems to be floating without context in a 
ploughed field. It bears no text stating its commissioners’ names, who carved it or whom it 
commemorates, although the place-name can be taken to mean it is a cross dedicated to a 
saint: ‘Cwyfan’s Stone’ (Edwards 1999; 2013, 366–71; Griffiths 2006). However, there are 
multiple avenues for interpreting this striking stone monument, which probably dates from 
the tenth century AD. 
 
The cross bears abstract ornamentation and human and animal figures which have received 
detailed consideration by Nancy Edwards, revealing aspects of its makers’ and 
commissioners’ networks of influence and ideas, and perhaps communicating wealth, 
authority and, just possibly, Hiberno-Norse identity and allegiance (Edwards 1999; 2013). 
Most striking is the lowest panel on the broad face C, a seemingly naked male figure armed 
with an axe, spear and sword partly encircled by a serpent. 
 
We can likewise situate the monument in relation to a cluster of Hiberno-Norse place-
names and other sculpted stones and artefacts that hint at Scandinavian influence and 
settlement on both sides of the Dee estuary. This cross is, in turn, part of a broader Irish Sea 
sphere of influence and exchange showing connections with Ireland, south-west Scotland, 
Cumbria, Lancashire, the Isle of Man and Anglesey (Griffiths 2006; Edwards 2013, 109–10). 
 
However, this cross is made special not simply by its ornamentation and stylistic parallels in 
the locality and elsewhere around the Irish Sea. Its significance derives also from the strong 
possibility that this early medieval monument has never been moved since it was raised. 
The cross appears to represent a rare instance of an early medieval stone monument still 
situated at, or very close to, its primary location. A plausible context for the monument can 
be suggested: perhaps it was originally situated beside a church or chapel now long gone, 
upon a boundary, and commemorating the donation of land to the church at Dyserth a few 
miles to the west. From the vicinity, monuments of tenth-/eleventh-century date are 
known: F2 and F3 at Dyserth and F8 at Meliden (Edwards 2013, 351–6; 359–62). It is even 
possible that the cross was the focal point of an early medieval place of assembly serving 
surrounding districts (Edwards 2013, 370). Geophysical survey by David Griffiths (2006) 
revealed that the cross originally sat within a circular boundary, defined to the north and 
east by the modern roadside hedgerow but originally also encircling the cross to the west 
and south. Moreover, the location was not only an historic boundary but also upon an 
ancient route replete in monumental traces of earlier times: six Bronze Age burial mounds 
survive in the immediate environs. Together, these traces serve to emphasize that the 
monument was not always so isolated, but may have sat within a complex socio-political 
and ecclesiastical landscape including a concentration of ancient monuments. The cross 
may have been a locus suitable for social aggregation and public ceremony, not just an 
isolated way marker (cf. Semple 2013). In summary, the monument’s fixity and landscape 
situation are key to its interpretation as much as its form and ornamentation. 
 
The Maen Achwyfan cross’s survival in situ, strongly supported by its early first mention in 
1388 (Edwards 2013, 366), affords it a distinctive and rare biographical presence in this 
landscape. Indeed, the Maen Achwyfan cross might have gained new significances as its 
original or replenished painted surfaces faded and the stone became increasingly worn by 
the elements. Therefore, time marks itself upon exposed stone crosses and encourages the 
accrual of stories about their origins and antiquity even in the absence of oral histories or 
visual and textual clues.  
 
Other tempos affect the cross too, including weather conditions, as graphically illustrated 
by Figure 1.1. Furthermore, possible blade-marks at the base of face C might represent 
possible weapon-related ceremonial practices at the stone at some time in its history, 
especially given that these marks are immediately below the panel bearing the depiction of 
the naked martial figure (as seen in Edwards 2013, 369, plate F12.3; Maldonado pers. ob., 
see Hall, this vol.). 
 
The chipping off of the corners of the cross-shaft might simply represent natural erosion. 
However, while the wear is found at all heights of the cross-shaft it is most prominent from 
where the panels begin and up to the beginning of the cross-head. In other words, the 
chipping is not even, but is found on those surfaces which could be readily reached from 
ground level. In stark contrast, the edges of the entire curving circumference of the 
crosshead itself are intact, despite its comparable exposure to the elements (Fig. 1.2). This 
wear or chipping was not progressive; it seems to stop so as to respect the decoration. 
While prosaic explanations might be ventured, a plausible explanation is that fragments off 
the stone’s edges were incrementally removed between faces to yield stone-chips, perhaps 




Fig. 1.1 The tenth-century cross at Maen Achwyfan, Flintshire, Wales photographed in heavy snow. 
 
 
The heritage management of the site is itself part of this monument’s biography. It is 
installed within a square of iron railings, with signs upon this fence and (more recently) 
beside the kissing gate into the field. Votive ribbons have been seen tied to the railings too. 
Afforded these twentieth- and twenty-first-century dimensions, the recent biography of 
the monument frames access and interpretation within a strategy of heritage 
management.  
 
More can be said about the location and biography of the Maen Achwyfan cross by 
foregrounding both the enduring and ephemeral material properties of the stone. In terms 
of ephemeral dimensions, the cross was undoubtedly originally vividly painted. 
Furthermore, it required repainting or its surfaces would have increasingly faded. Once 
faded, the monument was open to new and different treatments and interpretations. It is 
possible that stones like this were initially intended for repainting on a regular (perhaps 
seasonal or annual) basis, or they were deliberately daubed and decked with candles and 
other fittings, to mark particular saints’ days or the passage of the seasons (see Hawkes 
2003a). There are certainly hints that this cross had now-lost fittings – perhaps glass or 
jewels – suggested by the four cusps around the central bosses of the cross-head on both 
faces A and C (Edwards 2013, 367). In terms of its enduring materiality, the size, shape, and 
material rendered it a fixed point in the landscape. Originally perhaps vividly coloured and 
augmented with lustrous materials, the cross was situated for all to see, to remember and 
possibly to touch and chip away fragments from, perhaps to facilitate healing or as votives 
to offer at shrines elsewhere. Likewise, although no text survives, the ornamentation and 




Fig. 1.2 The east side (C) of Maen Achwyfan, Flintshire, Wales. 
 
While the Maen Achwyfan cross may be exceptional in its survival in its original location, it 
serves to illustrate the many ways in which we can compose narratives around monuments 
that extend beyond the traditional research foci of ornamentation and form. Interpreting 
the Maen Achwyfan cross involves considering materiality, biography and landscape 
together to reveal how it may have evolved in articulating faith, identities and histories of 
the real or imagined commissioners and makers. Furthermore, over time, and long after the 
makers were forgotten, it was retained and accrued new meanings, including a saint’s 
dedication: Cwyfan. So the cross persisted with a saint’s identity and name appended to it, 
eluded destruction by human or natural agency and escaped prosaic reuse. What survives, 
therefore, is a monument upon and around which many acts of remembering, forgetting, 
identity creation and negotiation were performed over the long term.  
 
 
Fig. 1.3 The modern cross at Heavenfield, Northumberland. 
 
A textual exploration: Heavenfield 
A second way of introducing this book’s triad of themes is to look not at a surviving early 
medieval monument such as Maen Acwyfan but at a monument that does not physically 
survive but has a key role in an important early medieval text. While this monument was 
one made of wood rather than stone, this in itself is useful in revealing the interplay of 
materials that informed the significance of early medieval stone monuments. How many 
wooden monuments there were is unknown, and written sources for pre-Viking England 
give us few clues. However, it is likely that there were many more rendered in wood than in 
stone in the early medieval landscape (Orton and Wood 2007, 177). Bede’s account of the 
wooden cross at Heavenfield near Hexham, Northumberland, reveals themes 
complementary to those identified in the discussion of the Maen Achwyfan cross. Go there 
today and you will see a roadside pilgrim’s wooden cross: a battle memorial citing what the 
original might have looked like. The site has accrued significance not through the continued 
presence of the same monument but through an early twentieth-century reimagining of a 
monument that survives only in textual form (Fig. 1.3). We have only Bede’s account to tell 
us its significance and his account is essentially a Christian origin myth for the kingdom of 
Northumbria (Orton and Wood 2007, 170–72; see also Hingley 2012, 36–50).  
 
Writing his Historia Ecclesiastica (III.2), the Northumbrian monk Bede tells his readers that 
King Oswald of Northumbria won a great victory against his Welsh rivals at Hefenfelth 
(Heavenfield). The victory took place in AD 634, almost a century before Bede was writing. 
Bede indicates that the king’s actions before the battle secured God’s aid and delivered to 
him victory over his enemies. Oswald had hurriedly raised a wooden cross, holding it with 
his own hands while his troops raised earth around its base. His whole army then knelt 
facing the cross and prayed for victory that was then duly given by God.  
 
The cross-raising at Heavenfield has been widely discussed, including in a study by the 
eminent early medieval historian Ian Wood (2006, 3–4; see also Orton and Wood 2007). 
Wood follows Bailey (1996) in regarding Bede’s account as an attempt to portray King 
Oswald as an English Constantine, converting ahead of a crucial battle that defined the fate 
of his realm. Moreover, Wood sees this story as part of a re-creation of a cult for Saint 
Oswald at Hexham, not necessarily a precise remembrance of the prelude to the battle. 
Bede’s account was clearly a keystone in the origin myths of the Christian kingdom of 
Northumbria promoted in his day, and he claims that this was the first cross raised in 
Bernicia. As an eighth-century portrayal of seventh-century Christian origins for both 
church and kingdom, not an accurate record of what Oswald actually did, Bede’s 
description of Oswald’s cross serves to usefully illustrate this book’s three themes – in 
particular, how the landscape, biography and materiality of monuments interconnect.  
 
Bede emphasized the materiality of the wooden cross at Heavenfield as integral to the 
narrative of faith, conversion and military triumph that was wrapped about it and the cult it 
sustained and promulgated. Bede records that, in his time, people and animals were cured 
of sickness when they were sprinkled with, or drank, water in which splinters of the cross 
were immersed, echoing the power of the True Cross. Not only was the rough wooden 
monument of Bede’s day the same (or reconstructed to look the same) as the monument 
raised before battle, but its wooden construction made it divisible, so that splinters could 
be distributed widely to perform healing miracles (Sherley-Price 1990, HE III. 2). The 
wooden monument would have required repeated maintenance and painting, or perhaps 
even replacing, as would any timber monument exposed to successive British winters and, 
as Bede suggests, regular whittling down to make relics. Such acts of reconstruction (or 
replacement) may have reinforced the miraculous preservation and capacity of the cross to 
perpetually produce relics seemingly without shrinking. 
 
The biography of the cross was crucial to its mnemonic efficacy, even if it is unclear 
whether it was the cross’s actual life-history or one invented shortly before Bede was 
writing. This biography involved it being carried to and erected on the battlefield and the 
unfolding sequence of miracles that led to it being ‘held in great veneration’ to Bede’s day. 
Any cross of this date was itself a material citation of the crosses known to exist at the site 
of Christ’s baptism (in wood) and the site of the Crucifixion on Golgotha (silver) (MacLean 
1997, 81). A further significance of the Heavenfield cross, relating to the themes of both 
materiality and biography, is that its wooden composition gave it the aura of antiquity and 
simplicity by the eighth century, a time when crosses were increasingly being sculpted in 
stone. It also might have encouraged the cross’s skeuomorphic translation and partial 
replication/elaboration in stone. Whether or not there was a wooden cross at Heavenfield 
and whether it was the first of its kind in the kingdom, as Bede asserts, by the early eighth 
century it was certainly present within a landscape increasingly populated with striking 
crosses, at least in the immediate proximity of major ecclesiastical centres (see Orton and 
Wood 2007, 170–71). At least some were being rendered in stone as well as wood, as, for 
example, Acca’s cross from Hexham itself (Cramp 1984, 174–6). The primordial character of 
the cross may have defined both its persistent significance in the landscape and the 
inspiration to adapt new crosses into stone, fossilising vegetal themes in their sculpted 
vinescroll (MacLean 1997).  
 
Landscape was unquestionably integral to the significance of the monument. The cross was 
not placed for arbitrary or prosaic reasons: whether at the site where Oswald had raised it, 
or an invented association with a place he was thought to have raised it, Bede’s text creates 
a sense of place through the continuity of the cross at the battle site. It is unquestionable 
that the same cross placed elsewhere would not have had the same associations; place was 
key to its commemorative significance. Moreover, in Bede’s account, the site had become a 
focus of an annual pilgrimage by the monks of Hexham, who had built a church on the 
battlefield. Hence, the monument was part of a network of sacred places and the creation 
of stone monuments and architectures linked by embodied ritual performance: processions 
through the landscape. This commemorative topography – a landscape monumentalized 
with crosses – is a common theme in early medieval hagiography across Britain and Ireland. 
Monuments might form components of such landscapes, being erected for a whole host of 
reasons and in a variety of places. On Iona, for example, Adomnán tells us of crosses set up 
at the place where the monk Ernán died and also at the spot where Columba was standing 
at that same moment (Sharpe 1995, 148, VC I.45). Also significant for Bede was the fact 
that Heavenfield was in the proximity of the truly monumental Roman (Hadrian’s) Wall 
(Sherley-Price 1990, HE III. 3). Hence, the cross was connected to a turf and stone 
monument that straddled Britain, the entire width of Northumbria. This was a long-term 
landscape of conflict between territorial claims north and south, east and west: the 
Heavenfield cross was part of a landscape of memory peppered with monumental traces of 
the past and connected specifically with the concept of an ancient military frontier (e.g. 
Hingley 2012, 35–50).  
 
In the context of this book, Bede’s account of the miraculous cross foregrounds how the 
materiality, biography and landscape context defined the significance of the monument for 
an early eighth-century audience. We do not know precisely what the Heavenfield cross 
looked like; Bede does not convey whether the Heavenfield cross was carved with text, 
images or ornamentation. What is evident, however, is that details of the form and 
ornament of the cross, the dedicated focus of most scholarly research into early medieval 
monuments, was, while not irrelevant, less significant than the material, story and location 
for the significance afforded to it by Bede in his writing.  
 
Given that modern scholarship has often paid limited, and sometimes no, attention to 
materials, life-histories and spatial contexts of early medieval monuments, just as work by 
archaeologists at Maen Achwyfan reveals dimensions of the monument’s many dimensions 
of analysis beyond form and ornament, so this reading of Bede’s story of the cross at 
Heavenfield offers a resounding call for a shift in the priorities of those studying early 
medieval stone monuments. Furthermore, it shows that early medieval texts are as much 
entry points into these discussions as material survivals from the early Middle Ages.  
 
This reading of Bede reorientates our perspectives in the study of early medieval stone 
monuments and the contexts in which they operated. The prevailing discourse on ‘style’ 
(see Orton 2003; Hawkes 2007) persistently dominates research into early medieval 
sculpture despite repeated critique and reformulation, and seems completely out of kilter 
when seen from the perspective of Bede’s account.  
 
Early medieval scholars often attempt to reveal how many societies past and present have 
used monuments to commemorate, whether rough and worked, inscribed and sculpted, 
large and small, earth-fast or transported, architectural or free-standing. Yet precisely how 
and why stones operate as tools of remembrance result from complex, historical conditions 
that go far beyond availability and utility (see Carver 2001). The relationship between 
memory and monument is complicated, shaped by long-term religious and cultural values 
and beliefs, and influenced by monuments’ architectural and/or landscape settings and by 
political, social and economic factors, a situation that the chapters below individually and 
collectively serve to demonstrate. 
 
Memory work 
Having introduced this book’s three themes, let us now engage with approaches to social 
memory in the study of early medieval stone monuments, which is unashamedly rooted in 
recent developments in archaeological theory and method. Early medieval communities 
defined themselves through their remembered and imagined histories and mythologies. 
We propose that stone monuments were a varied but important mechanism for 
constituting, communicating and reproducing these social memories as well as holding 
other significances as statements projecting memory in the present and into the future. Yet 
the relationship between monuments and memory is highly complex in the past and the 
present. Key to the archaeological approach to social memory is that monuments do not 
‘hold’ memories (see Jones 2007). Instead, they are invested with, and shed, memories in a 
complex and evolving process through practices. Moreover, these practices can be, in part, 
excavated, surveyed and analysed through archaeological techniques and methods as well 
as through art-historical and historical research. Memories are not simply inscribed on to 
monuments through text, image and ornamentation; they are incorporated into them 
through the ways in which the materials were selected, transported, situated, experienced 
and reused.  
 
The chapters of this book collectively provide a rich range of case studies that explore, 
refine and extend archaeological investigations into the ‘past in the past’: how past 
societies and individuals defined themselves and mediated their histories and mythologies 
through material culture. Certainly, across a range of periods, archaeologists are beginning 
to realise that these theories and methods provide a strong foundation for considering the 
variability in how stones make and remake memories. The results of this research are 
beginning to show how stones and other materials may sometimes aspire to be permanent 
mnemonic records of events and/or persons, but they are frequently inherently mutable 
and contested in their mnemonic significations, subject to human and environmental 
action and frequently reused in novel contexts for different purposes.  
 
The study of memory in material culture research is a growing field with many 
interdisciplinary dimensions and involving many different categories of monuments, from 
Neolithic megalithic chambered tombs to the gardens of remembrance of twenty-first-
century crematoria. This broad, cross-period body of research on commemoration defines 
itself through its close attention to context and an emphasis upon what people do to 
commemorate, rather than static models of what people believe. The application of social 
memory as ‘memory work’ (see Van Dyke and Alcock 2003; Mills and Walker 2008) provides 
a valuable framework to approach the past in the past focusing on the ways in which 
different materials – in this case stone – are deployed and experienced. This approach 
proposes that social memory can be extracted from archaeological data through the 
theorized and contextual investigation of how routinized activities and ritual performances 
operate in the making and remaking of social memory through practice (e.g. see Van Dyke 
and Alcock 2003; Bradley 2002; Williams 2003; Yoffee 2007; Mills and Walker 2008; Mills 
2009; Boric 2010; Llillios and Tasamis 2010). Hence, ‘archaeologies of memory’ (Van Dyke 
and Alcock 2003) or, more precisely, ‘archaeologies of remembrance’ (Williams 2003), focus 
less on knowledge-storage and the retrieval and reconstruction of knowable past 
understandings of history and memory (Bradley 2002; Jones 2007) and more on the 
processes by which pasts of different kinds were generated and transformed through the 
interaction of people with material culture, monuments and landscape: memory work.  
 
There is now a good range of literature exploring the uses of the past in prehistoric and 
protohistoric/ancient societies (e.g. Alcock 2002; Bradley 2002; Jones 2007), but these 
themes have also become prominent in the archaeological investigation of late-historic 
societies, such as those of the nineteenth, twentieth and twenty-first centuries (e.g. Tarlow 
1999, Saunders 2007; Williams 2011a; Burström 2012). Hence, a focus on ‘memory work’ is 
sensitive to the fact that commemorative practices, and practices of remembrance more 
broadly, are socially constructed and require an appreciation of contextual strategies. 
These strategies incorporate both remembering and forgetting, related dimensions of 
social memory by which communities and individuals assert, imagine, contest, negotiate 
and suppress pasts, presents and futures.  
 
A series of influential applications of this theoretical approach have brought the 
archaeology of remembrance to early medieval studies (e.g. Bradley 1987; Driscoll 1998; 
2000; Devlin 2007; Semple 1998; 2003; 2013; Williams 2001; 2006). This work has shown 
how a focus on memory and material culture can shed new light on early medieval 
communities and kingdoms and their perceptions of and aspirations relating to the past, 
present and future as negotiated through material culture, monuments and landscape.  
 
However, much of the existing literature has focused on the reuse of the material past, 
including the collection and deployment of spolia (e.g. Eaton 2000; Stocker with Everson 
1990), or on social memory within the context of mortuary practice (e.g. Williams 2006). 
Only a few studies have explored the wider range of other material cultures, monuments, 
contexts and landscapes involved in creating memories and identities, although not with 
detailed reference to stone sculpture in particular (most notably, see Semple 2013, 101–3). 
In this regard, carved and inscribed stone monuments are a distinctive category of early 
medieval material culture that held functions far beyond mortuary practice and as signals 
of faith and authority. As a medium, stone and its varied uses deserves closer attention as a 
material component of social memory. Whether by design or through accrued significance, 
many stone monuments, in a variety of ways, tempos and scales, became media by which 
worldviews and social memories were constituted, communicated and reproduced for early 
medieval individuals and communities (Andrén 1993; 2000; Driscoll 2000; Carver 2005).  
 
While the various meanings and functions of early medieval stone monuments have been 
long debated before this book, only rarely have the commemorative significances of 
inscribed and sculpted stones been investigated focusing explicitly on the triad of themes 
that constitute this book’s focus (e.g. Edwards 2001a and b; Gondek 2010; Hall et al. 2000; 
Williams 2006; 2007; 2011b). The study of early medieval sculpture has to dateseen few 
explicit engagements with, and theoretical explorations of, their commemorative 
significance as a creative and performative process that prehistorian Andrew Meirion Jones 
has dubbed technologies of remembrance (Jones 2003; 2007). This approach explores not 
only the design and making of sculpture but also its use and reuse, and the spatial and 
landscape contexts within which sculpture operates. The aim is not to claim that all early 
medieval stones were designed and/or became commemorative, but to explore how stones 
were implicated in the construction, negotiation and reproduction of recalled and imagined 
pasts and aspired futures for early medieval people (see Williams 2006). This book aims to 
foreground the hitherto under-played themes by which stone monuments were designed, 
or become implicated, in early medieval commemorative practice: their materialities, 
biographies and landscapes.  
 
Studying early medieval stone monuments 
In developing these approaches for early medieval stone monuments there are numerous 
challenges not only with the data but also with the complex network of disciplinary 
specialties that comprise the early medieval studies of inscribed and sculpted stones. Yet 
there are numerous reasons why carved stones are important for scholars of the early 
Middle Ages and are ignored by them to the severe detriment of their studies. Stone 
monuments are a principal surviving medium upon which less permanent and enduring 
forms of text, image, symbols and ornamentations can survive. Hence, inscribed and 
sculpted stones are a key source of historical, art-historical and archaeological data for 
early medieval communities and kingdoms before, during and after their conversion to the 
Christian faith and at shifting scales of socio-political development. Stone monuments 
consequently remain one of the largest data-sets of surviving material culture and their 
potential to inform us of the social and ideological world of their creators and audiences has 
not been exhausted. Insights can be gained from carved stones through the detailed 
analysis of stone form and ornamentation (e.g. Hawkes 2002), but also from the interplay 
of media, contexts and distribution (e.g. Andreeff 2012; Stocker 2000; Gondek 2006a; 
Griffiths 2006; Rodwell et al. 2008; Sidebottom 1994) facilitated by formal corpora such as 
those ongoing for England (e.g. Cramp 2006) and recently completed for Wales (e.g. 
Edwards 2013).  
 
For many regions, including Scotland (e.g. Allen and Anderson 1903; Henderson and 
Henderson 2004), Scandinavia (e.g. Brate 1911; Brate and Wessén 1936; Sawyer 2001) and 
Ireland (e.g. Henry 1964; 1965; Harbison 1992; Kelly 1991), it could be argued that inscribed 
and sculpted stones have long captivated scholarly attention and charged the popular 
imagination because of their enduring and monumental presences in the landscape and the 
long tradition of antiquarian study attached to them. In other regions, despite detailed 
research over many decades, it could be argued that familiarity can breed indifference. This 
might be true of England, where sculpture has received sustained and detailed study (e.g. 
Cramp 1984), as well as featuring in broad syntheses on Anglo-Saxon art, culture and 
society (e.g. Karkov 2011; Webster 2012; Higham and Ryan 2013), yet can still find itself 
overlooked or relegated within many accounts and collections (e.g. Hamerow et al. 2011).  
 
It is important to recognise that data is a challenge for answering even the most seemingly 
simple archaeological and art-historical questions. In Britain, for example, the demolition or 
restoration of churches and chapels across the country throughout the nineteenth century 
uncovered, in the walls and foundations of these buildings, many fragmentary examples of 
early medieval stone sculpture. For example, the pre-1974 counties of Derbyshire (86.3%), 
Lancashire (79.2%) and Cheshire (60.0%) all have a relatively large proportion of surviving 
early medieval monuments uncovered in this manner (Kirton 2015). Consequently, much of 
the data-set is fragmentary, having being broken and/or recarved to suit later building 
needs. A chronic problem is the removal of these monuments from their original contexts, 
which has ensured that dating them is incredibly difficult and is usually dependent on 
typological sequences. The loss of original context also makes it difficult to interpret their 
functions and the ways in which people may have engaged with them. Their varied survival 
has shaped the way they have been studied, the emphasis primarily being placed on their 
appearance: their form, style and decoration.  
 
The rich corpus of early medieval carved stones in northern Europe is also a challenge 
because of its sheer variability and the regionalism of scholarship resulting from centuries 
of cataloguing and specialist interdisciplinary regionalism. Hence, it is rare to find a volume 
such as this that tackles a wide geographic region. Regions of study (e.g. Anglo-Saxon 
England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland, Norway, Sweden) are often considered within the 
restrictions of modern political boundaries and, even within these, regionality is highly 
visible in terms of style, date and monument forms. With this in mind, a synthesis of the 
history of sculpture studies across the region within an introductory chapter is not feasible. 
At its most basic, the history of the study of carved stone monuments in all of these regions 
begins as a hybrid endeavour between art history and archaeology, usually from very early 
on in each region’s antiquarian tradition. Cataloguing and description was occurring from 
the early twentieth century (e.g. Stuart 1867; Allen and Anderson 1903; Collingwood 1927; 
Macalister 1945; Nash-Williams 1950). This remains a key goal of scholarship, perhaps best 
highlighted in the sweeping objectives of the Corpus of Anglo-Saxon Sculpture, whose first 
volume was authored by Rosemary Cramp (1984) and which is still working its way through 
the counties of England.  
 
The Corpus of Anglo-Saxon Stone Sculpture volumes, for example, have systematically 
recorded and synthesized the surviving architectural fragments and monuments of the 
early medieval period in England. This is particularly important for a data-set that is 
ubiquitous but largely removed from its original contexts. Providing a catalogue of these 
monuments, albeit one that largely focuses on the decoration and inscriptions of these 
fragments, allows scholars to quickly establish what survives, how and where it survives and 
how it fits with the broader assemblage.  
 
Discussions of early medieval art usually include sculpture, but are rarely dedicated to the 
specific significance of this media (Karkov 2011). Most work is published in specialist corpus 
volumes, which usually address only specific regions and their connections with others (e.g. 
Edwards 2007a and b; Bailey 2011), or specialist studies of individual monuments/groups of 
monuments (e.g. Hawkes 2002), or in conference proceedings and edited collections (e.g. 
Higgitt 1986; Carver 2003). Most studies, however, focus principally on style, rather than 
the other components of monumental form and context (see Orton 2003; Hawkes 2007). A 
superb review of approaches to stone sculpture by Jane Hawkes (2003a) appeared in the 
edited volume Theorising Anglo-Saxon Sculpture, a volume which tackled approaches to 
sculpture across the disciplines of archaeology and art history. Thompson’s (2003; 2004) 
literary perspective on the material evidence for Anglo-Saxon England also deserves note 
for tackling the challenge of addressing interdisciplinary questions using the Anglo-Saxon 
corpus. For Scandinavia, Andrén (1993; 2000) has done much to popularise and approach 
the theorised study of picture stones and rune-stones from an archaeological perspective. 
Rosemary Cramp (2010) has also recently reviewed the major developments in approach 
and interpretation. The sheer number of carved early medieval monuments makes 
syntheses beyond particular categories of monument near impossible (but see Henry 1964; 
1965; Harbison 1992; Bailey 1996; Sawyer 2001). Yet paradoxically, this repeated 
recontextualization of sculpture reveals its mutability and potential for repeated 
reimagining and reinvention in new social, economic, political and religious contexts, itself 
a focus of the biographical approach to early medieval monuments. 
 
Materialities in stone 
It remains difficult to provide a concise definition of materiality, as it is not a methodology, 
per se, or a monolithic theory of material culture (cf. Ingold 2007, 2). It is, instead, an 
approach that prioritizes the physicality (material) of objects or sites and examines the 
relationships between people, objects/monuments and actions, allowing the exploration of 
social networks and meanings (Mills 2009, 40). The theme of materiality has been 
extensively explored by archaeologists particularly over the last decade (e.g. Gosden 2005) 
and has inspired a range of approaches to the properties and aesthetics provided by the 
colours, textures and multisensory qualities of stones, sediments and substances employed 
during artefact and monument creation and use (e.g. Cummings 2002; Jones 1999; 
O’Connor and Cooney 2009; papers in O’Connor et al. 2009; Scarre 2004; Watson and 
Keating 1999). 
 
These debates have already involved studies in medieval archaeology and art. For example, 
Giles (2007) has explored the different kinds of visuality by which space and architecture 
provided means of engaging with the sacred in later medieval England. Moreland (2001) 
has explored the interaction of word, image and material culture in the material worlds of 
the Middle Ages (see also Karkov 2011). Still, the attention afforded to the provenance, 
texture, shape and colour of stone that is prevalent in studies of prehistoric rock art and 
stone monumentality has not attracted the attention of scholars of early medieval stone 
sculpture that it deserves; studies of the materiality of stone monuments remain in their 
infancy.  
 
There are many potential applications for the materiality theme. It provides profitable 
insights into the significance afforded to the patina and ruinous character of prehistoric and 
Roman spolia reused within building programmes, and the various connotations of 
Romanitas that they invoked in attempts to create a Christian landscape comparable to 
that of Rome and Frankia (e.g. Bidwell 2010; Hawkes 2003b; Semple 2013, 133–6).  
 
Materiality also has significance for understanding possible motives behind those cases in 
which stone was moved over longer distances, as revealed by the geological provenance of 
some sculpted stones (e.g. Jackson 2007). A good example of this is the cross from 
Llanbadarn Fawr 1 (CD4), which, in stark contrast to most other early medieval stones from 
south-west Wales derived from locally available stone, seems to have been made of stone 
extracted by quarrying or (more probably) discovered on the surface c. 37 km away, and 
could only have been moved by human action, partly over land and then over water 
(Edwards 2007b; Jackson 2007, 23). In this instance, the quality of the stone, its source near 
the prominent mountain of Cadair Idris and its long procession to its place of sculpting and 
erection may have been equally central to the monument’s significance in its final form, 
ornamentation and location.  
 
The importance of invoking other materials in the medium of stone has been seen as 
pivotal to understanding the skeumorphism of crosses in Northumbria, echoing the 
wooden cross raised by King Oswald ahead of his victory at Heavenfield (Bailey 1996; 
Cramp 1984, 174–6; MacLean 1997, 81; Wood 2006, 3–4). The widespread identification of 
skeumorphism from wood and metal into stone, as widely discussed for Irish high crosses 
(Kelly 1991; see also Fisher 2001, 15), might thus be more than a display of technical and 
formal influence but also a key mnemonic strategy, enhancing the commemorative efficacy 
of the monument by connecting it to materials of other scales and settings, including 
specific famed monument in other locations or known from biblical and legendary 
narratives (T. Ó Carragáin 2007, 100). For example, Maddern (2013, 250–52) regards 
skeuomorphism involving a range of materials – manuscripts, wood and metal – as key to 
understanding the form, ornamentation and commemorative significance of pre-Viking 
Northumbrian name-stones.  
 
Skeuomorphism of form can be matched by skeuomorphic ornamental components upon 
many stone monuments, such as inhabited vinescroll and interlace carved into stones such 
as the eighth-century Ruthwell cross (É. Ó Carragáin 1999), or the incorporation of metal 
and precious stones into monuments such as the ninth-century Sandbach crosses (Hawkes 
2002; 2003a). The potential apotropaic functions of depicted artefacts, beasts as well as 
humanoid figures, may have been enhanced if we sometimes regard them as little to do 
with representations of narrative scenes but instead as apotropaic sensing beasts framing 
and protecting the monument itself (e.g. Hall 2012; 2013; see also Williams, this vol.). The 
same might apply to certain human figures depicted on crosses: to regard them as simply 
representations of biblical and mythological scenes overlooks the potential power for an 
early medieval audience of the sensing presence of living icons (see also Ní Ghrádaigh and 
Mullins 2013). As with other sacred artefacts bearing figural and zoomorphic art, early 
medieval stone monuments were truly multimedia and multi-material stone artefacts 
imbued with personalities and identities of the dead and/or the sacred, rendered striking 
and memorable through their deployment of colourful, shining, sonorous and tactile 
materials as much as through their texts and images. 
 
This theme is significant because it extends beyond monuments dominated by figural 
ornamentation and even applies to those lacking figural and zoomorphic representations. 
These, too, may have contained powerful visual mnemonic devices through their 
geometric, eye-catching designs, making them both memorable and good to remember 
with because of, and in a manner enhanced by, their tangible and ‘animated’ quality. This 
approach helps us to better understand well-preserved memorials that lack figural art and 
lengthy inscriptions, such as the largely abstract ornamentation upon the Carew 1 (Pembs.) 
(P9) (Edwards 2007b, 303–10) and Nevern 4 (Ceredigion) (P75) crosses (Edwards 2007b, 
396–401). From a materiality perspective, these stone crosses are commemorative and 
memorable because of their overall striking abstract patterns and the contemplative 
dimensions they provoked rather than their iconographic apprehension per se (e.g. Pirotte 
2001).  
 
When stones were deployed undressed or partly dressed, the natural texture, size, shape 
and ease of working the stone may have themselves been important components in 
configuring how and where the monument was deployed. This was further enhanced by the 
selection of colour schemes on stone monuments through the application of gesso and 
paint, which would have also been key elements in their materiality. Many monuments 
would have been painted not only to be striking landmarks but also to appear as 
monumental versions of sacred metalwork and holy texts. Thus the dynamic interplay 
between stone monuments and precious metalwork and other media (Jansson 1987, 153–
61; Hawkes 2003a, 17), which were enhanced by how they were lit and what season and 
time of day they were experienced, even on relatively simple monuments, were as 
important as the designs that were carved upon them. These issues have been clearly 
revealed by Hawkes (2003a) for the Sandbach monuments. When discussing the North 
cross at Sandbach, Cheshire, Hawkes has argued that many metalwork elements were 
incorporated into its design, rendering it ‘deliberately designed as a monumental vision of 
the precious metalwork crosses used within the churches’ (Hawkes 2003a, 27; Fig. 1.4).  
 
This leads us to a further point about materiality: fittings and lighting could affect how the 
monument was experienced and read, even what time of day it was engaged with. For 
example, the fragmentary Tarvin cross-head was excavated in 2006 in a seventeenth-
century ditch but was originally a tenth- or eleventh-century cross, possibly situated to 
mark a route or boundary in relation to a nearby church (Bailey 2010, 128–9). A hole on the 
top of the probable upper cross-arm could have contained a metal fitting for a candle-
holder.  
 
Therefore, stone monuments were inherently inspired by, and operated in conjunction 
with, not only their own non-stone components and fittings but also a range of other 
contemporary media, including textiles, leatherwork, metalwork, ivories and manuscripts. 
For example, it is tempting to consider how large Pictish cross-slabs such as Nigg, 
Shandwick and Hilton of Cadboll on the Tarbat peninsula, or the Rosmarkie cross-slabs, 
were networked to metalwork and manuscripts utilized in the local religious communities 
in their locality (e.g. Henderson and Henderson 2004, 216–25; see also Cramp 1993, 69).  
  
Fig. 1.4 Detail of the crucifixion scene flanked by evangelist symbols and the Nativity scene below 
upon stone 1dA (middle of broad, east face) of the north cross from Sandbach, Cheshire (after 
Bailey 2010, plate 265). The pellets are skeuomorphic representations of nails employed in 
contemporary metalwork (Hawkes 2003a, 27). 
 
Attention to the materiality of stone monuments also allows new emphases in the study of 
the textual inscriptions upon them. From this perspective, the act of carving runes and 
letters, the depth, scale, form and arrangement of images and scripts (Higgitt 1997; 2003; 
Okasha 2003; Ní Ghrádaigh and Mullins 2013; e.g. Everson and Stocker 1999, 214–16) and 
texts’ interplay with other forms of ornament (Andrén 2000) should all be taken into 
consideration together with the selection of words deployed in commemoration. Equally 
important is the context of the text and whether it was ever intended for reading in the 
landscape, for public utterance or for song (Devlin 2011). Conversely, texts might be made 
overtly obscure through the deployment of cyphers, complex shifts in direction or even by 
interment with the dead in anticipation of Resurrection (see Maddern 2013).  
 
The materiality of texts is also important for considering the relationships between textual 
monuments. The repeated use of formulae and scripts created a shared textual identity at 
particular locales, an argument that might apply to the name-stones from monasteries 
such as Lindisfarne (Cramp 1984, 203–8) and Hartlepool (Cramp 1984, 95–101). Likewise, 
language and script can mark monuments out as distinctive from their counterparts and 
predecessors.  
 
A number of the chapters in this book tackle the nascent theme of materiality. Kirton 
addresses the specific materiality of stones where ornamentation, imagery and text are 
eschewed in favour of clear, smooth surfaces. Back Danielsson considers rune-stones as 
‘things’ first and foremost, not simply as backdrops to their ornamentation and runic 
inscriptions. Gondek is sensitive to the materiality of inscribed stones when incorporated 
into architecture. Crouwers considers the translation and representation of processional 
crosses upon a selection of Norwegian cross-slabs: the visual citation of physical artefacts 
on to stone. Meanwhile, Williams considers the architectural and skeuomorphic 
affordances of hogback stones as creating implied and perceptible ‘solid spaces’ for the 
dead to inhabit and pass through. Together, these chapters present new directions in the 
study of early medieval stone monuments and identify the wider potential for exploring the 
materialities of early medieval stone monuments in future research. 
 
Biography 
In contrast to the theme of materiality, exploring the ‘life-histories’ or biographies of 
artefacts, monuments and landscapes at various scales has a more established pedigree of 
research (e.g. Holtorf 1996; Gosden and Marshall 1999; Joy 2009; Hingley 2012). These 
theoretical approaches have begun to be explored in early medieval contexts, investigating 
the mnemonic associations afforded to old artefacts discovered or curated and 
subsequently treated in a variety of different ways through their circulation, display, 
adaptation, transformation and deployment in specific arenas (e.g. Williams 2001; 2005; 
2010; Eckardt and Williams 2003; Swift 2006; Caple 2010), as well as the mythological and 
ancestral meanings of artefacts and assemblages with relatively short biographies but 
bearing antique designs and allusions (e.g. Filmer-Sankey 1996; Williams 2001; 2011c). 
There is also a tradition of exploring the reuse of ancient monuments within the early 
medieval era and the ways in which these earlier monuments, ruined buildings and their 
locales could become significant as foci for early medieval burial, assembly and other 
activities as topographies of memory (Bradley 1987; Driscoll 1998; Semple 1998; 2003; 
2013; Williams 1997; 1999; Petts 2002; 2007; Sanmark and Semple 2008).  
 
Situated between these approaches to artefacts, monuments and landscapes, and linked to 
each of them, a number of studies have pioneered the explicit application of the 
biographical approach to early medieval stone monuments. For example, Eaton (2000) 
explored not only the widespread reuse of Roman stone within early medieval architecture 
but also the inspiration these provided for new works of sculpture (see also Hawkes 2003b). 
Such studies reveal both how memories were created through the act of reuse and also the 
subsequent display and attempts to replicate these ancient works within the early Middle 
Ages.  
 
St Mary-le-Wigford 6, Lincoln (Everson and Stocker 1999, 214–16; see also Higgitt 2003, 
332) is an example of a reused Roman gabled tombstone. The stone has five lines of text 
within the triangle of the gable. Significantly, the text inverts convention, running from 
bottom to top, starting with the benefactor’s name bottom left and ending at the top with 
the name of the saint, Mary, on a line of its own at the pinnacle of the monument. 
Therefore, the reader’s eye ascends the text, an embodied movement that might be taken 
to imply spiritual ascension. In these ways, the spatial arrangement of the texts renders it 
efficacious as a memorial as much as do the words, while the stone is afforded a form of 
agency through the ‘voice’ attributed to it. The act of reuse is clearly significant, but in this 
instance so is the precise manner of reuse.  
 
A contrasting but related approach is to explore the afterlife of early medieval stone 
monuments. Stocker with Everson (1990) focused on the reuse of early medieval sculpture 
particularly in later ecclesiastical structures, highlighting different practices of reuse and 
the potential for these to inform meanings ascribed to monuments. Cassidy (1992) 
explored the later history of the Ruthwell cross, Dumfriesshire, while Moreland (1999) has 
explored the long-term biography of the Bradbourne cross, Derbyshire, and its 
reinterpretation and reuse through the Middle Ages and during the Reformation, and its 
rehabilitation through antiquarian study to the present day. Likewise, James et al.’s (2008) 
study of the Hilton of Cadboll cross-slab examines the detailed history of the monument 
from its construction to the contesting identities and narratives claiming it in the recent 
past. These approaches have informed Edwards’ careful reinterpretation of the ninth-
century Pillar of Eliseg and its ‘afterlife’, which draws upon antiquarian sources as well as 
the surviving monument (Edwards 2009; 2013, 322–36). Another notable study is Hall et 
al.’s exploration of the cultural biography of the Crieff Burgh Cross, which by close 
examination of the monument and its history not only suggested a primary original location 
and context for the cross but also charted its development as an agent in post-medieval 
judicial punishment (Hall et al. 2000). Likewise, Hall (2012) has explored the biographies of 
early medieval stones from St Madoes and Inchyra now on display in Perth Museum, which 
reveal their life-histories in relation to place and landscape. These cultural biographies 
attempt to go beyond descriptions of historical change to explore the ways in which uses 
and perceptions of monuments alter over time (Mytum 2003/2004, 112).  
 
However, at the time of writing, there have been significant advances in thinking about the 
reuse and replication of early medieval monuments in recent centuries (e.g. Foster 2014), 
but fewer studies of the biographies of early medieval monuments have theorized how the 
life-history of the monument is related to memory work within the early medieval period 
(but see Hall 2012). For example, painted monuments possessed a distinctive short-term 
tempo, requiring repair work that perhaps operated as a key component of 
commemorative rituals, if the aim was for them to remain legible and discernible through 
multiple winters (Jansson 1987, 153–61). Such repair might have an agency of its own, as 
remembering and forgetting through repeated repainting transformed the appearance of 
the monument over years and decades, and rendered some rapidly invisible if not 
repainted. It is even possible that repainting allowed different iconographic readings as part 
of conscious efforts to reframe the relationships between scenes and panels (see Hawkes 
2003a).  
 
Once such consideration is brought centre-stage, the biographical approach can be 
regarded as central to understanding the use of early medieval stone monuments within 
the decades following their construction as well as their subsequent reuse in later centuries. 
In other words, many inscribed and sculpted stones have had multiple phases of activity 
written on to them during the early Middle Ages, whilst others reveal their biographies 
through their incorporation into new contexts.  
 
It is clear that there is potential in considering short-term cycles of use and reuse alongside 
long-lasting biographies. For example, a ‘short’-term life might be interpreted for five or six 
examples of cross-slabs in south-west Wales, where possibly seventh- to ninth-century 
cross motifs were added to monuments with earlier ogham and/or Roman inscriptions 
(Edwards 2007b, 47). In some cases these crosses respect earlier inscriptions, whilst in 
others they obliterate parts of them (Edwards 2007b, 48). Similarly, Clarke (2007) has 
highlighted several examples of Class I (fifth- to seventh-century AD) Pictish symbol stones 
with multiple sets of symbols, sometimes overwriting existing symbol motifs. In both these 
cases, these were stones that can be raised, moved and reactivated through a series of 
stages in their early medieval life-histories (see also Williams 2007; Gondek, this vol.). 
 
In a seminal study of the cultural biographies of early medieval stone monuments, 
Burström (1996) explored the Viking-period reuse of picture stones within mortuary 
contexts. Picture stones of various dates were reused in stone kerbs and as head and foot-
stones within cists at the Viking cemetery at Ihre, Hellvi parish (Burström 1996, 23–5). 
Burström argues that the picture stone reused above the female burial was at least one 
hundred years old when buried. Bearing a ship and woman with a drinking horn, the stone 
was placed face-down as the covering slab of the inhumation grave. When reused, the slab 
may have been a meaningful addition, its scene speaking to the dead at a time of Christian 
conversion and rapid socio-economic change. Rundkvist (2012, 146–7) has revisited this 
phenomenon and demonstrates that, like the picture stones and runestones of the Lake 
Mälar area, the Vendel Period (AD 540–790) saw the systematic destruction of the 
preceding era’s picture stones on Gotland. Moreover, he identifies no further reuse within 
the Vendel or early Viking period and identifies the reuse recognized by Burström as an 
exclusively late Viking-period phenomenon (tenth and eleventh centuries). Significantly, 
the pattern is for the reuse of picture stones in male-gendered graves, reflecting the overall 
trend for male graves to receive structural elaborations (Rundkvist 2012, 148), and an 
association with sites where pagan cult was continuing, evidenced by furnished burial and 
the persistence of cremation and north–south-aligned inhumation. Hence, in this case, the 
reuse of picture stones might indeed reflect tensions over religious and social change in 
these centuries. 
 
The biographical theme is widely addressed within the volume. The biography of place is 
considered by Kirton, Back Danielsson and O’Leary with contrasting data-sets and 
approaches. Meanwhile, Gondek focuses specifically on the use and reuse of Pictish symbol 
stones in settlement contexts. Crouwers considers not only the life-histories of Norwegian 
stone crosses but also the reuse of prehistoric sites where they were installed. Hall explores 
the different cultural biographies of stone monuments in Scotland over the longer term, 
while Ní Ghrádaigh explores the historical evidence of the twelfth-century reception of 
early medieval stone monuments. Williams’ study overtly avoids considering the biography 
of hogback stones, but instead gives attention to the citations between monuments and 




Early medieval scholars have long recognized that landscapes and monuments are 
inseparable and cannot be explored alone (e.g. Orton 2006). However, a ‘landscape 
approach’ to early medieval stone monuments might mean very different things in 
practice. Key to the approach is contextualizing the monument in a ‘populated’ setting 
where older and contemporary settlements, sites and monuments and the natural 
topography are recognized as agents in how monuments were located and engaged with.  
In general, the landscape context of English stone monuments has been less explored than 
that in other parts of Britain and Ireland and in Scandinavia. In part this is related to the fact 
that the corpus here has perhaps suffered most greatly in terms of movement from original 
locations and destruction (e.g. O’Sullivan 2011). In areas where original contexts are 
marginally better preserved, such as Wales, Scotland, Ireland and across Scandinavia, wider 
landscape contexts of individual monuments and groups of monuments have been 
discussed, particularly with relation to socio-political and ideological boundaries and sacred 
landscapes (e.g. Edwards 2001a and b; Gondek 2006 a and b; 2007; Turner 2006). 
Sometimes these wider landscape discussions result in spatial considerations of ‘schools’ or 
groups of monuments, such as the Govan School (e.g. Driscoll et al. 2005; Sidebottom 
1994), which emphasize the collective power of monuments to promote social memory 
across considerable distances.  
 
A key challenge in landscape studies of early medieval monuments is a lack of direct 
investigation into the archaeological contexts of early medieval stone monuments through 
landscape-centred fieldwork and largescale excavations at monument sites (as opposed to 
keyhole excavation at the base of monuments). This imbalance is beginning to be 
addressed by work that has looked at different scales of spatial context for early medieval 
stone monuments (see James 2005; Griffiths 2006; Gondek and Noble 2010). 
 
Drawing from theoretical approaches adapted in prehistory to the study of the experience 
of landscape, there is also potential to move beyond map-based studies of monument 
distributions to consider the embodied experience of encountering stone monuments in 
the early medieval landscape. Here, micro-topographical approaches, looking at the spatial 
interplay of sculpture with church sites and settlements, have potential (Gondek, this vol.; 
Gondek and Noble 2010), as does considering how stone monuments operated within the 
mortuary arena (Williams 2006; Devlin 2011) and along routes and tracks. For example, T. Ó 
Carragáin (2009) examines the role of stone monuments – leachta – and the form and 
decoration of stone crosses surmounting them, within the pilgrimage landscape of 
Inishmurray, Co. Sligo, the origins of which are taken back at least to the ninth and tenth 
centuries AD and are argued to have contained Eucharistic celebrations. Hence, crosses 
were ‘stage props’: stations during penitential processions (T. Ó Carragáin 2009, 215–16). Ó 
Carragáin likens the landscape of memory on Inishmurray to that documented for St Davids 
and discussed by Heather James, where wells, burial grounds and chapels of late medieval 
date, but possibly with earlier origins (James 1993), were connected with particular miracles 
and moments in the lives of saints. This spatializing of the cult across processional routes 
embellished with stone monuments might be considered as forming evolving and varied, 
but significant, elements of many early medieval monastic centres and their hinterlands. 
 
This leads us to consider the wider study of landscape dynamics of routes, boundaries and 
ancient monuments in the study of monument location, as advocated by Williams (1999; 
2011b; Williams et al. 2010; Kirton 2015; this vol.). Rarely do we have the dense 
concentrations of monuments that allow the detailed reconstructions of church 
organization on a landscape scale equivalent to that discussed by T. Ó Carragáin (2003) for 
Iveragh and Dingle or the dense concentration of rune-stones in the landscape of Täby, 
Uppland. Yet it is evident that conventional mapping needs to be married to a more 
qualitative, subjective engagement with topography; the combination of thick description 
and control samples can allow for new insights into why and how early medieval stone 
monuments were situated where they were and, equally importantly, the reasons behind 
where they were not situated (see Williams 1999; Williams et al. 2010). Here, Carver’s 
(2004, 26–8) approach to how the Tarbat peninsula monuments may have interacted with 
the Portmahomack monastery in relation to landscape and seascape is very revealing. 
 
Despite these approaches, a clear theoretical context for approaching the landscape 
contexts of early medieval stone monuments is often lacking. Indeed, those studies of the 
landscape contexts of Anglo-Saxon monuments have principally focused on cemeteries and 
burial mounds, without adequate discussions of inscribed and sculpted stone monuments 
(e.g. Semple 1998; 2003; Williams 1999; 2006), although their approach is readily applicable 
to many stone monuments, as can be seen from ongoing research exploring the landscape 




Fig. 1.5 The Pillar of Eliseg in its modern landscape context, viewed from hills to the east. The cross 
was located on a far-earlier Bronze Age burial monument on a spur of land with a plateau of flat 
ground to its north and west.  
 
The Pillar of Eliseg is also a good example of how the excavation of the immediate setting 
of an early medieval stone monument can enhance our knowledge of its biography and 
landscape significance is the recent fieldwork around the early ninth-century ‘Pillar of 
Eliseg’ (Figs 1.5 and 1.6). Excavations between 2010 and 2012 revealed details of a multi-
phased prehistoric cairn containing many secondary cist-graves upon which the monument 
is now, and quite possibly was originally, raised. Excavations also revealed details of aspects 
of the monument’s subsequent biography, including its rehabilitation in the late eighteenth 
century. Moreover, the fieldwork has enhanced our understanding of the topographical 
setting of the cross in the early medieval landscape as a landmark along routes and possibly 
a site of assembly on a plateau within the valley, with striking acoustics created by the 
surrounding hills (Edwards 2009; Williams 2011b). Like Maen Achwyfan but a century 
earlier, the Pillar was a place of memory and assembly in the early medieval landscape. 
 
For another example we can turn to the Baltic. Gotlandic picture stones depict movement 
by horse and ship as integral to their iconography and have been argued by some to be 
symbolic doorways to the afterlife (e.g. Andrén 1993). Their landscape context has, 
therefore, long been seen as important, although few are conclusively in their original 
location. Andreeff (2012) has recently excavated around the picture stone at Fröjel 
Stenstugu, Gotland. Thought to be in situ, the monument was located next to a road 
marked out on an eighteenth-century map which runs along a raised shingle beach ridge: a 
natural and perhaps ancient artery of communication. The parish boundary between Klinte 
and Fröjel is also close by. Twenty-seven square metres were excavated around the 
monument, revealing the ancient line of the road and a cremation burial of at least two 
individuals radiocarbon dated to the seventh to ninth centuries AD. Andreeff suggests that 
the cremation burial and picture stone were part of the same funerary process (Andreeff 
2012, 135). 
 
A number of papers address the landscape theme in this book. Ní Ghrádaigh and O’Leary 
consider the power of place from literary and archaeological perspectives respectively. 
Gondek explores how stone monuments operated within the micro-landscapes of 
settlement sites and their environs. For the wider landscape perspective, Back Danielsson 
considers Scandinavian rune-stones in terms of embodied engagement. Likewise, Kirton’s 
study of the Cleulow Cross makes a clear argument for why the cross is where it is; like the 




Most studies of early medieval stone monuments focus on their date, distribution, 
iconography, meaning and context. This volume is both optimistic and original in drawing 
together scholars who wish to explore new trajectories of theory to investigate how 
momuments operated and created social memories. During construction and once erected, 
stone monuments were implicated in complex and shifting processes of use and reuse in 
evolving ritual and social practices within inhabited landscapes that were changing rapidly 
with each generation in terms of population density, routes, settlement patterns and 
territorial organization. Thus, in considering the materialities, biographies and landscape 
contexts of early medieval stone monuments we hope to better understand how stone 
monuments created and transformed memory and were enmeshed in the making and 
remaking of social and religious worlds. 
 
The following contributions foreground the practical and performative constitution of 
memory – memory work – revealed through the study of early medieval stone monuments. 
We consider the construction process as memory work in itself, involving different agents 
(i.e. patrons, carvers and sculptors) and different audiences. Stone monuments were multi-
sensual material cultures, both visual and tactile, associated with particular sounds and 




Fig. 1.6 The Pillar of Eliseg looking north during excavations in 2011 by Project Eliseg. Behind the 
ninth-century cross-shaft is a plateau that had to be traversed by those navigating the Horseshoe 
Pass or World’s End en route from the north-west or north-east. 
 
 
This introduction has deliberately foregrounded Welsh examples to complement the case 
studies of the collection in other parts of Britain as well as in Ireland and Scandinavia. The 
geographical parameters reflect both the interests and expertise of the editors and also the 
emerging vibrancy of interdisciplinary endeavours of scholars working on different parts of 
the Islands of the North Atlantic and Fennoscandia in the study of the materialities, 
biographies and landscapes of early medieval stone monuments. However, the strength of 
this collection is in its themes, not its geographical foci. Together, the chapters in this book 
set a new framework for exploring how these fragmented and intriguing traces of early 
medieval communities can be explored with new vigour and confidence throughout the 
archipelago of Britain and Ireland, Scandinavia and further afield throughout Atlantic 
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